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Puss in Boots - Philip Pullman 2000
An action-packed story in which Puss helps his
master, Jacques, to find happiness and fortune,
and in the meantime, lays to rest sleepless
ghouls, cures a hermit's aches and foils the nasty
Ogre. A glorious re-telling of a favourite tale,
based on a script Philip Pullman wrote for a
successful production at the Polka Children's
Theatre. Illustrated with characteristic humour
and aplomb by Ian Beck's pen-and-ink with
watercolour artwork, peppered with amusing
speech bubbles.
His Dark Materials - Philip Pullman 1998
The Golden Compass - Philip Pullman 2015
"This second volume of the graphic novel finds
Lyra in the far North. With the help of Gyptian
fighters, newfound witch allies, and the armored
bear Iorek Byrnison, she means to rescue the
children held captive by the notorious Gobblers"-Amazon.com.
His Dark Materials - Philip Pullman 2007
Lyra Belacqua tries to prevent kidnapped
children from becoming the subject of gruesome
experiments, helps Will Parry search for his
father, and finds that she and Will are caught in
a battle between the forces of the Authority and
those gathered by her uncle, Lord Asriel.
The Enchanted Files: Hatched - Bruce Coville
2016-10-18
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Introducing the second book in the The
Enchanted Files! Told in diary entries and more,
it's a new magical, modern-day comedy series by
the master of funny fantasy and bestselling
author of My Teacher is an Alien: Bruce Coville!
Meet Gerald. Gerald is a griffin—a creature with
the body of a lion and the head of an eagle.
According to the Code of the Griffins, that means
he should be: 1. Brave and fierce in all
situations! 2. A guardian of a great treasure! 3.
Completely and totally hidden from the human
realm! But what if a Griffin ISN’T brave or
fierce? What if he’s NEVER found a great
treasure (or ANY treasure for that matter)? What
if he feels like such an embarrassment that the
only thing left to do is run away? And what if the
only place no one will look for him is . . . the
human world? This laugh-out-loud adventure,
full of humor and heart, is ideal for fans of
Escape From Mr. Lemoncello’s Library or Chris
Grabenstein. "Hilarious. Middle-grade readers
will be carried along by the buoyancy of the
writing, the skillful design, and the humor on
almost every page. Egg-ceptionally
funny!"—Kirkus Reviews "Coville brings his
signature wit and humor to this fantasy story.
This second installment adds authentic and
engaging, multidimensional characters to a
strong series that finds heroes in outcasts."
–School Library Journal Praise for Enchanted
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Files Book 1, Cursed: * “Smart, amusing, and a
lot of fun” —Booklist, Starred “With magic,
mischief, and mayhem to spare, this sweet story
of an unlikely friendship ought to delight readers
of any age.” —Publishers Weekly “A kneeslapper.” —Kirkus Reviews
Two Crafty Criminals! - Philip Pullman
2013-05-14
Benny Kaminsky and Thunderbolt Dobney lead a
rag-tag gang of neighborhood rowdies. Their
territory is the New Cut on London's South
Bank--a place bristling with swindlers, bookies,
pickpockets, and the occasional policeman. And
their aim is to solve crimes. When counterfeit
coins start showing up in their neighborhood,
Thunderbolt fears his own father may be behind
the crime. But his friends devise a way to trap
the real culprit. Then the gang takes on the case
of some stolen silver. They have just two clues--a
blob of wax, and an unusually long match. But
even this slippery thief is unmasked by the
determined kids of the New Cut Gang. Filled
with silly sleuthing, improbable disguises, crazy
ruses, and merry mayhem, these stories are
action-packed romps from one of the best
storytellers ever--Philip Pullman.
His Dark Materials: The Amber Spyglass Philip Pullman 2018-07-05
Without this child, we shall all die. Lyra
Belacqua and her animal daemon live half-wild
and carefree among scholars of Jordan College,
Oxford. The destiny that awaits her will take her
to the frozen lands of the Arctic, where witchclans reign and ice-bears fight. Her
extraordinary journey will have immeasurable
consequences far beyond her own world... The
first volume in Philip Pullman's incredible HIS
DARK MATERIALS trilogy, re-issued with a
striking newly-designed cover by Chris
His Dark Materials 3: The Amber Spyglass
(Gift Edition) - Philip Pullman 2019-11-21
NOW A MAJOR, CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED
BBC/HBO TV SERIES "We're going to the land of
the dead - and we're going to come back." Will
and Lyra, whose fates are bound together by
powers beyond their own worlds, have been
violently separated. But they must find each
other, for ahead of them lies the greatest war
that has ever been - and a journey to a dark
place from which no one has ever returned...
The third volume in PhilipPullman's
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groundbreaking HIS DARK MATERIALStrilogy,
in astunning gift edition illustrated by Melissa
Castrillon.
The Book of Dust: The Secret
Commonwealth (Book of Dust, Volume 2) Philip Pullman 2020-11-03
The #1 New York Times Bestseller! Return to
the world of His Dark Materials—now an HBO
original series starring Dafne Keen, Ruth Wilson,
Andrew Scott, and Lin-Manuel Miranda—in the
second volume of Philip Pullman’s new
bestselling masterwork The Book of Dust. The
windows between the many worlds have been
sealed and the momentous adventures of Lyra
Silvertongue’s youth are long behind her—or so
she thought. Lyra is now a twenty-year-old
undergraduate at St. Sophia’s College and
intrigue is swirling around her once more. Her
daemon Pantalaimon is witness to a brutal
murder, and the dying man entrusts them with
secrets that carry echoes from their past. The
more Lyra is drawn into these mysteries, the less
she is sure of. Even the events of her own past
come into question when she learns of Malcolm
Polstead’s role in bringing her to Jordan College.
Now Lyra and Malcolm will travel far beyond the
confines of Oxford, across Europe and into the
Levant, searching for a city haunted by
daemons, and a desert said to hold the truth of
Dust. The dangers they face will challenge
everything they thought they knew about the
world, and about themselves. Praise for The
Book of Dust “It’s a stunning achievement, this
universe Pullman has created and continues to
build on.” —The New York Times “Pullman’s
writing is simple, unpretentious, beautiful, true.
The conclusion to The Book of Dust can’t come
soon enough.”—The Washington Post
Serpentine - Philip Pullman 2020-10-15
**Don't miss the second series of His Dark
Materials on BBC One this November.** A brand
new short story set in the world of His Dark
Materials and The Book of Dust by master
storyteller, Philip Pullman. Serpentine is a
perfect gift for every Pullman fan, new and old.
'Lyra Silvertongue, you're very welcome . . . Yes,
I know your new name. Serafina Pekkala told me
everything about your exploits' Lyra and her
daemon Pantalaimon have left the events of His
Dark Materials far behind. In this snapshot of
their forever-changed lives they return to the
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North to visit an old friend, where we will learn
that things are not exactly as they seem . . .
Illustrated throughout by Tom Duxbury, the
perfect re-entry for fans of His Dark Materials
and a wonderful companion to The Book of Dust.
'It's a stunning achievement, the universe
Pullman has created and continues to build on'
New York Times 'Pullman is an easeful
storyteller and an intricate and inventive worldbuilder, and everything he has to write is worth
reading' Telegraph
His Dark Materials: Northern Lights (Gift
Edition) - Philip Pullman 2019-10-17
The first volume in Philip Pullman's
groundbreaking HIS DARK MATERIALS trilogy,
now a thrilling, critically acclaimed BBC/HBO
television series. First published in 1995, and
acclaimed as a modern masterpiece, this first
book in the series won the UK's top awards for
children's literature. "Without this child, we shall
alldie." Lyra Belacqua and her animal daemon
live half-wild and carefree among scholars of
Jordan College, Oxford. The destiny that awaits
her will take her to the frozen lands of the
Arctic, where witch-clans reign and ice-bears
fight. Her extraordinary journey will have
immeasurable consequences far beyond her own
world... This gift edition has a beautiful cover
from celebrated illustrator, Melissa Castrillon.
Lyra's Oxford - Philip Pullman 2017-06-22
This book contains a story and several other
things. The other things might be connected
with the story, or they might not; they might be
connected to stories that haven?t appeared yet .
. . Two years after the conclusion of The Amber
Spyglass, Lyra and her daemon Pantalaimon sit
high on the roof of Jordan College, gazing down
on the streets of Oxford. But their peace is
shattered by a flock of enraged starlings, who
seem intent on knocking another bird out of the
sky - a bird that Lyra and Pan quickly realise is a
witch?s daemon. The daemon carries worrying
tidings of a terrible sickness spreading in the
north, and claims that only Lyra can help him but is he really friend, or foe? Illustrated
throughout with exquisite wood-cut engravings
by John Lawrence, this beautifully packaged
story also contains an extract of Pullman?s
second short story set in the His Dark
Materialsworld, Once Upon a Time in the North,
a map and other missives that seem to have
the-amber-spyglass-his-dark-materials-3-philip-pullman

slipped from Lyra?s world into our own.
His Dark Materials - Philip Pullman 2003-09
Lyra Belacqua tries to prevent kidnapped
children from becoming the subject of gruesome
experiments, helps Will Parry search for his
father, and finds that she and Will are caught in
a battle between the forces of the Authority and
those gathered by her uncle, Lord Asriel.
Sherlock Holmes and the Limehouse Horror
- Philip Pullman 2001
In a play that both dramatizes and makes fun of
the Sherlock Holmes stories, the great detective
and Dr. Watson investigate a report of the Giant
Rat of Sumatra and match wits with Professor
Moriarty.
His Dark Materials - Philip Pullman 2007
Philip Pullman's multiple-award-winning trilogy
is an international best-seller, captivating
millions of readers both young and old. The
extraordinary story moves between parallel
universes. Beginning in Oxford, it takes Lyra and
her animal-daemon Pantalaimon on a dangerous
rescue mission to the ice kingdoms of the far
north, where she begins to learn about the
mysterious particles they call Dust - a substance
for which a terrible war between different
worlds will be fought...
Daemon Voices - Philip Pullman 2019-09-10
From the internationally best-selling author of
the His Dark Materials trilogy, a spellbinding
journey into the secrets of his art--the narratives
that have shaped his vision, his experience of
writing, and the keys to mastering the art of
storytelling. One of the most highly acclaimed
and best-selling authors of our time now gives us
a book that charts the history of his own
enchantment with story--from his own books to
those of Blake, Milton, Dickens, and the Brothers
Grimm, among others--and delves into the role of
story in education, religion, and science. At once
personal and wide-ranging, Daemon Voices is
both a revelation of the writing mind and the
methods of a great contemporary master, and a
fascinating exploration of storytelling itself.
The Amber Spyglass - Philip Pullman 2007
Lyra and Will find themselves at the center of a
battle between the forces of the Authority and
those gathered by Lyra's father, Lord Asriel.
His Dark Materials - Philip Pullman 2002
Amber Spyglass - Philip Pullman 2019-01-11
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The third volume in Philip Pullman's incredible
HIS DARK MATERIALS trilogy. First published
in 2000, and acclaimed as a modern
masterpiece, it won the UK's top awards for
children's literature. "We're going to the land of
the dead and we're going to come back." Will
and Lyra, whose fates are bound together by
powers beyond their own worlds, have been
violently separated. But they must find each
other, for ahead of them lies the greatest war
that has ever been-and a journey to a dark place
from which no one has ever returned...
Fairy Tales from the Brothers Grimm - Jacob
Grimm 2012
Presents mature and scholarly retellings of fifty
favorite and lesser-known fairy tales on the two
hundredth anniversary of the Grimm brothers'
"Children's and Household Tales," in a volume
that includes such stories as "Cinderella,"
"Rapunzel," and "Briar-Rose."
The Amber Spyglass - Philip Pullman
2017-10-19
The third volume in Philip Pullman's
groundbreaking HIS DARK MATERIALS trilogy,
now a thrilling, critically acclaimed BBC/HBO
television series. "We're going to the land of the
dead and we're going to come back." Will and
Lyra, whose fates are bound together by powers
beyond their own worlds, have been violently
separated. But they must find each other, for
ahead of them lies the greatest war that has ever
been - and a journey to a dark place from which
no one has ever returned... this edition has a
stunning cover from celebrated artist, Chris
Wormell.
Spring-Heeled Jack - Philip Pullman 2017-03-29
Spring-Heeled Jack: The name evoked awe from
both criminals and upstanding citizens alike.
Some thought he was the devil, but he was
actually the original superhero—leaping over the
buildings of Victorian England with the help of
springs in the heels of his shoes. The story
begins as three young innocents escape their
orphanage one dark and stormy night. As they
make their way through the treacherous streets
of London danger lurks, for hiding in the
shadows is Mack the Knife, the most villainous
of villains. Enter Spring-Heeled Jack, the
springiest of heroes. But will Jack’s powers be
enough to save the orphans? Originally
published in paperback, Spring-Heeled Jack is
the-amber-spyglass-his-dark-materials-3-philip-pullman

back—now as a hardcover with eye-catching new
jacket art.
The Golden Compass - Stéphane MelchiorDurand 2016
"In the first of a three-volume graphic novel
adaptation, Lyra Belacqua and her daemon
familiar set out to prevent her best friend and
other kidnapped children from becoming the
subject of gruesome experiments in the Far
North"-The Subtle Knife - Philip Pullman 2007
Will is 12 years old, and he's just killed a man.
Now he's on his own, on the run, determined to
discover the truth about his father's
disappearance.
The White Mercedes - Philip Pullman 2017-03-29
A chance meeting with Jenny at an Oxford party
leaves seventeen-year-old Chris with hope for a
summer romance—and no premonition of
trouble. Busy with his job and soon in love with
Jenny, whose cheerful surface belies the dark
uncertainty of her past, Chris misses all the
signs of danger. Before he knows it, he's caught
in the sinister web of a criminal whose desire for
revenge crushes all those who stand in his way.
"The story line will hook readers and hold them .
. . a pageturner that raises some unsettling
questions about trust and betrayal and the
nature of good and evil."—School Library Journal
"An engrossing, tragic story with rare depth of
feeling. . . . Readers won't be able to turn the
pages fast enough."—Kirkus Reviews "Fans of
Robert Cormier should appreciate this tense
thriller."—The Bulletin of the Center for
Children's Books
His Dark Materials Bind-Up - Philip Pullman
2018-01-09
Philip Pullman's classic trilogy is now available
as a stunning bind-up edition with a new cover
by acclaimed illustrator Chris Wormell. Since
the first volume was published in 1995, and has
been filmed as THE GOLDEN COMPASS, the
trilogy has been acclaimed as a modern
masterpiece, and has won the UK's top awards
for children's literature. The Book of Dust, the
long-awaited follow-up, was named Waterstones
Book of the Year 2018. Today, the story of Lyra
and her daemon is read and loved by adults and
children alike.
The Book of Dust: La Belle Sauvage (Book of
Dust, Volume 1) - Philip Pullman 2019-06-04
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Philip Pullman
returns to the parallel world of His Dark
Materials--now an HBO original series starring
Dafne Keen, Ruth Wilson, Andrew Scott, and LinManuel Miranda--to expand on the story of Lyra,
“one of fantasy’s most indelible heroines” (The
New York Times Magazine). Don’t miss Volume
II of The Book of Dust: The Secret
Commonwealth! Malcolm Polstead and his
daemon, Asta, are used to overhearing news and
the occasional scandal at the inn run by his
family. But during a winter of unceasing rain,
Malcolm finds a mysterious object—and finds
himself in grave danger. Inside the object is a
cryptic message about something called Dust;
and it’s not long before Malcolm is approached
by the spy for whom this message was actually
intended. When she asks Malcolm to keep his
eyes open, he begins to notice suspicious
characters everywhere: the explorer Lord Asriel,
clearly on the run; enforcement agents from the
Magisterium; a gyptian named Coram with
warnings just for Malcolm; and a beautiful
woman with an evil monkey for a daemon. All
are asking about the same thing: a girl—just a
baby—named Lyra. Lyra is at the center of a
storm, and Malcolm will brave any peril, and
make shocking sacrifices, to bring her safely
through it. “Too few things in our world are
worth a seventeen-year wait: The Book of Dust is
one of them.” —The Washington Post “The book
is full of wonder. . . . Truly thrilling.” —The New
York Times “People will love the first volume of
Philip Pullman’s new trilogy with the same
helpless vehemence that stole over them when
The Golden Compass came out.” —Slate
The Scarecrow and His Servant - Philip
Pullman 2012-06-27
Outrageously zany and filed with non-stop
surprises, Simon Reade's theatrical adaptation
of The Scarecrow and His Servant, renowned
author Philip Pullman's fictional children's tale,
is an enchanting play for young readers and
performers. Delve into the magical world of
Scarecrow as you accompany him as Jack, his
trusty help-mate, and together you can embark
on adventures that will make your head
spin.From dodging dangerous bandits and
surviving terrifying shipwrecks, to soaring
through the skies with wild birds, this play is a
roller-coaster ride of never-ending
the-amber-spyglass-his-dark-materials-3-philip-pullman

escapades.But when the river-polluting Buffaloni
tyrants catch up with you for a final showdown,
who will come to your rescue and save the day?
A production of The Scarecrow and His Servant
ran at the Southwark Playhouse in December
2008-January 2009.
Count Karlstein - Philip Pullman 2017-03-29
Can you hear the distant howling of hounds and
the thunder of ghostly hooves? It's All Souls' Eve
and Zamiel the Demon Huntsman has come to
claim his prey! He's headed straight for Castle
Karlstein, where the evil count has hatched an
evil plan; he'll sacrifice his two young nieces to
save himself. Can Lucy and Charlotte outwit
their uncle and his oily henchmen to escape
their dreadful fate? From the award-winning
author of The Golden Compass and The Subtle
Knife comes a spooky, funny thriller just right
for those middle-grade readers looking for
horror--and humor.
Shadow Frost - Coco Ma 2019-10-01
In the kingdom of Axaria, a darkness rises. Some
call it a monster, laying waste to the villagers
and their homes.Some say it is an invulnerable
demon summoned from the deepest abysses of
the Immortal Realm.Many soldiers from the
royal guard are sent out to hunt it down.Not one
has ever returned. When Asterin Faelenhart,
Princess of Axaria and heir to the throne,
discovers that she may hold the key to defeating
the mysterious demon terrorizing her kingdom,
she vows not to rest until the beast is slain. With
the help of her friends and the powers she
wields—though has yet to fully
understand—Asterin sets out to complete a
single task. The task that countless trained
soldiers have failed. To kill it. But as they hunt
for the demon, they unearth a plot to assassinate
the princess herself instead. Asterin and her
companions begin to wonder how much of their
lives have been lies, especially when they realize
that the center of the web of deceit might very
well be themselves. With no one else to turn to,
they are forced to decide just how much they are
willing to sacrifice to protect the only world they
have ever known. That is ... if the demon doesn’t
get to them first. From young author Coco Ma
comes a dazzling new tale of adventure, power,
and betrayal, weaving together a stunning world
of magic with a killer cast in an explosive,
unforgettable debut.
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The Yearling (Bestseller Work by Marjorie
Kinnan Rawlings) - Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
2021-01-01
The Yearling' is a young adults novel written by
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. It was published in
March 1938. It won the Pulitzer Prize to the
author in 1939.
His Dark Materials Trilogy - Philip Pullman 2007
Philip Pullman's classic trilogy is now available
as a stunning bind-up edition. Since the first
volume was published in 1995, and has now
been filmed as The Golden Compass, the trilogy
has been acclaimed as a modern masterpiece,
and has won the UK's top awards for children's
literature. Today, the fabulous story of Lyra and
her daemon is read and loved by adults and
children alike. The extraordinary story moves
between parallel universes. Beginning in Oxford,
it takes Lyra and her animal-daemon
Pantalaimon on a dangerous rescue mission to
the ice kingdoms of the far North, where she
begins to learn about the mysterious particles
they call Dust - a substance for which a terrible
war between different worlds will be fought...
"This trilogy is one of the great imaginative
works in the English language. And it contains
one of the best villains in all literature." - Terry
Jones Philip Pullman has won the CILIP Carnegie
Medal, the Guardian Children's Fiction Award,
the Children's Book of the Year - British Book
Awards, the Whitbread Book of the Year, the
Eleanor Farjeon Award and the Astrid Lindgren
Award.
The Amber Spyglass: His Dark Materials 3 Philip Pullman 2015-03-05
From the world of Philip Pullman's His Dark
Materials- now a major critically acclaimed BBC
series ‘We’re going to the land of the dead and
we’re going to come back.’ Will and Lyra, whose
fates are bound together by powers beyond their
own worlds, have been violently separated. But
they must find each other, for ahead of them lies
the greatest war that has ever been – and a
journey to a dark place from which no one has
ever returned . . .
His Dark Materials: The Amber Spyglass
(Book 3) - Philip Pullman 2002-09-10
HIS DARK MATERIALS IS NOW AN HBO
ORIGINAL SERIES STARRING DAFNE KEEN,
RUTH WILSON, ANDREW SCOTT, AND LINMANUEL MIRANDA! The unforgettable His
the-amber-spyglass-his-dark-materials-3-philip-pullman

Dark Materials trilogy that began with The
Golden Compass and continued with The Subtle
Knife, reaches its astonishing conclusion in The
Amber Spyglass. These modern fantasy classics
have been hailed by Entertainment Weekly as an
"All-Time Greatest Novel" and Newsweek as a
"Top 100 Book of All Time" Throughout the
worlds, the forces of both heaven and hell are
mustering to take part in Lord Asriel's audacious
rebellion. Each player in this epic drama has a
role to play—and a sacrifice to make. Witches,
angels, spies, assassins, tempters, and
pretenders, no one will remain unscathed. Lyra
and Will have the most dangerous task of all.
They must journey to a gray-lit world where no
living soul has ever gone and from which there is
no escape. As war rages and Dust drains from
the sky, the fate of the living—and the
dead—comes to depend on Lyra and Will. On the
choices they make in love, and for love,
forevermore. A #1 New York Times Bestseller
Winner of the Whitbread Award Winner of the
British Book Award (Children's) Published in 40
Countries "Masterful.... This title confirms
Pullman's inclusion in the company of C.S. Lewis
and Tolkien." —Smithsonian Magazine "Pullman
has created the last great fantasy masterpiece of
the twentieth century. An astounding
achievement." —The Cincinnati Enquirer "War,
politics, magic, science, individual lives and
cosmic destinies are all here . . . shaped and
assembled into a narrative of tremendous pace
by a man with a generous, precise intelligence. I
am completely enchanted." —The New York
Times Book Review "Breathtaking adventure . . .
a terrific story, eloquently told." —The Boston
Globe Don't miss Philip Pullman's epic new
trilogy set in the world of His Dark Materials! **
THE BOOK OF DUST ** La Belle Sauvage The
Secret Commonwealth
A Sally Lockhart Mystery 3: The Tiger in the
Well - Philip Pullman 2016-12-22
In a respectable tea-shop in London, a girl with a
pistol is holding off three men. Sally Lockhart is
fighting for her child - a child who is suddenly
not hers any more. Sally is now twenty-five, and
somebody wants to destroy her. She is
unmarried - but she receives divorce papers
from a man she has never even met, let alone
married. Who is this evil stranger? His trap is so
well-laid that she is powerless to disprove his
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lies. Now he has been awarded custody of her
precious daughter. Driven from her home,
desperately trying to understand what's
happening, Sally is prepared to fight for her
family's freedom. Even if it turns out to be a
fight to the death.
The Golden Compass Graphic Novel, Volume
1 - Philip Pullman 2015-09-22
HIS DARK MATERIALS IS NOW AN HBO
ORIGINAL SERIES STARRING DAFNE KEEN,
RUTH WILSON, JAMES McAVOY, AND LINMANUEL MIRANDA! The world of Philip
Pullman’s internationally bestselling His Dark
Materials saga is brought to visual life in book 1
of a three-volume graphic adaptation of The
Golden Compass. Lyra Belacqua is content to
run wild among the scholars of Jordan College,
with her dæmon familiar always by her side. But
the arrival of her fearsome uncle, Lord Asriel,
draws her to the heart of a terrible struggle—a
struggle born of Gobblers and stolen children,
and a mysterious substance known as Dust. As
she hurtles toward danger in the cold far North,
Lyra never suspects the shocking truth: she
alone is destined to win—or to lose—this morethan-mortal battle. The stunning full-color art
offers both new and returning readers a chance
to experience the story of Lyra, an ordinary girl
with an extraordinary role to play in the fates of
multiple worlds, in an entirely new way. “Superb
. . . all-stops-out thrilling.” —The Washington
Post Don't miss Philip Pullman's epic new trilogy
set in the world of His Dark Materials! ** THE
BOOK OF DUST ** La Belle Sauvage The Secret
Commonwealth
The Amber Spyglass - Philip Pullman 2001
Lyra pays a painful price to walk through the
land of the dead, while the battle for the
Kingdom of Heaven rages on and ultimately
unlocks the secret of Dust.
His Dark Materials - Philip Pullman 2002-09
Lyra Belacqua tries to prevent kidnapped
children from becoming the subject of gruesome
experiments, helps Will Parry search for his
father, and finds that she and Will are caught in
a battle between the forces of the Authority and
those gathered by her uncle, Lord Asriel.
The Science of Philip Pullman's His Dark
Materials - Mary Gribbin 2008-12-24
HIS DARK MATERIALS IS SOON TO BE AN
HBO ORIGINAL SERIES STARRING DAFNE
the-amber-spyglass-his-dark-materials-3-philip-pullman

KEEN, RUTH WILSON, JAMES McAVOY, AND
LIN-MANUEL MIRANDA! Philip Pullman’s His
Dark Materials trilogy is renowned for its
mystery and magic. What’s the truth behind it
all? Is the golden compass actually based in
science? How does the subtle knife cut through
anything? Could there be a bomb like the one
made with Lyra’s hair? How do the
Gallivespians’ lodestone resonators really work?
And, of course, what are the Dark Materials?
Drawing on string theory and spacetime,
quantum physics and chaos theory, awardwinning science writers Mary and John Gribbin
reveal the real science behind Philip Pullman’s
bestselling fantasy trilogy in entertaining and
crystal-clear prose. Don't miss Philip Pullman's
epic new trilogy set in the world of His Dark
Materials! ** THE BOOK OF DUST ** La Belle
Sauvage—now in paperback The Secret
Commonwealth—coming October 3
His Dark Materials: The Amber Spyglass (Book
3) - Philip Pullman 2001-11-13
HIS DARK MATERIALS IS NOW AN HBO
ORIGINAL SERIES STARRING DAFNE KEEN,
RUTH WILSON, ANDREW SCOTT, AND LINMANUEL MIRANDA! The unforgettable His
Dark Materials trilogy that began with The
Golden Compass and continued with The Subtle
Knife, reaches its astonishing conclusion in The
Amber Spyglass. These modern fantasy classics
have been hailed by Entertainment Weekly as an
"All-Time Greatest Novel" and Newsweek as a
"Top 100 Book of All Time" Throughout the
worlds, the forces of both heaven and hell are
mustering to take part in Lord Asriel's audacious
rebellion. Each player in this epic drama has a
role to play—and a sacrifice to make. Witches,
angels, spies, assassins, tempters, and
pretenders, no one will remain unscathed. Lyra
and Will have the most dangerous task of all.
They must journey to a gray-lit world where no
living soul has ever gone and from which there is
no escape. As war rages and Dust drains from
the sky, the fate of the living—and the
dead—comes to depend on Lyra and Will. On the
choices they make in love, and for love,
forevermore. A #1 New York Times Bestseller
Winner of the Whitbread Award Winner of the
British Book Award (Children's) Published in 40
Countries "Masterful.... This title confirms
Pullman's inclusion in the company of C.S. Lewis
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and Tolkien." —Smithsonian Magazine "Pullman
has created the last great fantasy masterpiece of
the twentieth century. An astounding
achievement." —The Cincinnati Enquirer "War,
politics, magic, science, individual lives and
cosmic destinies are all here . . . shaped and
assembled into a narrative of tremendous pace
by a man with a generous, precise intelligence. I

the-amber-spyglass-his-dark-materials-3-philip-pullman

am completely enchanted." —The New York
Times Book Review "Breathtaking adventure . . .
a terrific story, eloquently told." —The Boston
Globe Don't miss Philip Pullman's epic new
trilogy set in the world of His Dark Materials! **
THE BOOK OF DUST ** La Belle Sauvage The
Secret Commonwealth
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